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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND
REVIEW OF RESEARCH
The primary purpose of this study was the construction
of an achievement test for use at the end of a topic in
eighth grade astronomy in the junior high school. This test
would also prove diagnostic for the individual students and
reveal the strengths and weaknesses of the course as presented.
In this atomic age, the study of the world beyond the
earth is assuming greater importance. Larger and larger sums
of money are being spent in research on the effects of other
celestial bodies upon the earth and its inhabitants. Increas-
ing attention is being given to cosmic rays and the effects of
their bombardment of the upper air and the consequences felt
by man, if any.
There is great need for research on the best methods of
presenting materials to the students which will form a sound
basis for future scientific studies as well as creating lasting
interest in present developments.
1
Pieper has prepared a list of eighteen large units which
he recommends be taught in the junior high school science
courses
.
1/ Pieper, Charles J., "Science in the 7th, 8th, and 9th
Grades”. A Program for Teaching Science
.
31st Yearbook of
the National Society For The Study of Education.
Part I, p. 198
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Included in his recommendations is a topic on the sky.
















*** 16. The Sky
17. The Crust of the Earth
18. The Soil
1
The National Society for the Study of Education recom-
mends that the content of the courses be divided into large
areas or units:
1. "Content should be organized into large areas
or units, each of which represents some major
problem of living, area of human experience,
or aspect of environment."
S. "The content of any single area or unit should
be broken down into smaller learning problems
which have interest, significance, and useful-
ness to the learner."
The study of several eighth grade texts revealed that
the material on the sky varied from approximately twenty-five
2
percent of the content of the book to a total absence of any
1/ National Society For The Study of Education. 46th Yearbook
Part I; p. 159 — in collaboration with Ralph K. Watkins
2/ Wood, George C. and Carpenter, Harry A., Our Environment
How V/e Use and Control It. Allyn and Bacon. N.Y, 1946
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material on the sky.
An average of about eight per cent of the contents of the texts
studied covered the area on the sky.
Such a large amount of material devoted exclusively to the
sky should require an extensive and careful testing program.
A series of short tests or quizzes during the study of the unit
would reveal to the teacher those parts which seem especially
difficult for the students to grasp. A long achievement test
at the end of the topic would give an over-all picture of the
special interests, significance and difficulties encountered
by the students.
The writer feels that the course in eighth grade astronomy
should be mainly appreciative, but a comprehensive test should
prove those points which students have the greatest difficulty
in grasping, as well as those points which seem most interesting,
2
Research has revealed one set of tests which are instruc-
tional but which can also be used as achievement tests. One of
these is a test on stars, moons and planets, containing sixty-
two items, but it did not cover all the material studied in the
writer’s course.
1/ Frasier, MacCracken, Decker, McNaughton, How and Y/hy
Conclusions .
¥he l.V/. Singer Co. Inc., Syracuse, N.Y. 1947
2/ Glenn, Earl R. and Gruenberg, Benjamin C., Instructional
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Because of the lack: of availability of such commercial
tests, the writer attempted the construction of an achievement
test in astronomy. This test was designed to cover the cur-
riculum for a topic in astronomy in the eighth grade of a
particular junior high school.
The test was administered to two hundred eighty-eight
pupils in the only junior high school of a city with an approxi-
mate population of twenty-five thousand residents. The sizes
of the classes varied, as well as the abilities of the pupils.
The classes were divided so that some contained pupils of high
and average abilities, while others contained pupils of average
and low abilities.
These unselected students came from homes of various
economic and cultural backgrounds. The mental abilities of the
students varied approximately with the normal curve, but since
the groupings were somewhat selected and non-heterogeneous
,
comparisons among the several groups could not be made.
There is a definite need for suitable achievement tests
which could be administered at the end of the study of the
various topics in the course of study. These tests should be
constructed so that they will discriminate among the various
groups and among the pupils of varying abilities.
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CHAPTER II
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST
\
The first step in the construction of the test was an
analysis of the curriculum, to discover which concepts were to
be emphasized. After careful study, it was decided that the
course would be built around these three major concepts:
1. All life on earth is dependent upon the sun.
2. Distances in space are enormous when compared with
distances on earth.
3. Gravitation is the attractive force which governs
the movement of bodies in space.
The next step was an analysis of various eighth grade
texts in order to build a list of those general objectives
most generally agreed upon. This list was to represent
maximum growth to be achieved by the students.
General Objectives
1. Certain principles of astronomy and their application.
2. The nature of stars.
3. Methods used in the study of stars.
4. Developing orderly study habits.
5. Increasing interest in the ”sky” around us.
6. Appreciation of beauty and wonder of stars.
The next step was the compilation of the following list
of specific objectives.
Specific Objectives
1. Stars are suns which give off heat and light.
2. The stars appear to be on the inside of a sphere which we
call the celestial sphere.
3. Most of the stars which are visible belong to our universe.
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65. Our universe is called a galaxy, which is one of possibly
I
millions of galaxies.
je. Stars always appear in the same relative positions or
patterns in the celestial sphere.
ii
7. Certain groups of stars are called constellations.
8. While stars appear to be stationary in their groups, they
are moving at enormous speeds.
9. These speeds can be calculated with an instrument called
the spectroscope.
;Lo. A spectroscope is an instrument which analyzes light by
; breaking it into its spectrum or rainbow.
:.l. The spectroscope also reveals the weights of the stars, the
directions in which they are moving, their rotation, and
their composition.
!-2. The stars are at great distances from us, the distances
varying for different stars.
13. The special unit used by astronomers to measure the
distances to the stars, is the ’’light year”; the distance
light travels in one year.
'.A, Light travels at a speea of 186 thousand miles per second.
;15. The star nearest to the earth, other than the sun, is
I
Proxima Centauri, which is 4 1/3 light years away.
16. The sun is so near, relatively, its light takes only about
8 minutes to reach the earth. The sun is the star nearest
the earth.
I?. Our universe is about 200 thousand light years in diameter.
18. Other universes are millions of light years away.
;.9. The range in the sizes of the stars is enormous.
liO. There are dwarf stars which are slightly larger than the
earth
.
Jll. The average size of the stars is one million miles in
diameter.
<12. The largest star is probably V. V. Cephei, which may be as
great as 186 billion miles in diameter.
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723. The color of the stars usually denotes their age and
amount of heat.
24. The hottest and youngest stars are blue.
25. The yellov; stars are cooler and older.
26. The red stars are coolest and oldest.
27. Stars die and become invisible.
28. While it may appear that millions of stars are visible,
actually only about 6 thousand are visible to the naked
eye of the inhabitants of the whole earth.
29. Only about three thousand stars can be seen at one time.
30. Stars are classed according to their brightness in the
sky; these classes are called magnitudes.
31. The 20 brightest stars are grouped in the first magnitude.
32. Six magnitudes are visible to the ordinary human eye.
33. Stars appear to rise in the east and set in the west; this
is called their apparent motion and is due to the real
movement of the earth, its rotation.
34. Stars are apparently brought nearer to the earth by means
of the telescope.
35. There are two kinds of telescopes—the reflecting and the
refracting.
36. Galileo, in the early 1600*s, developed the first refract-
ing telescope which uses lenses.
37. The largest refracting telescopes today are about 40 inches
in diameter.
38. No greater refractors can be developed because the lenses
would bend and distort the image.
39. The greatest telescopes are reflecting, which use mirrors.
40. The greatest reflector in use today is the 100 inch teles-
cope on Mt. Wilson, California.
41. A 200 inch reflector will come into use this year on
Mount Palomar, California.
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842. Many superstitions have come into existence concerning
the stars.
43. Stars have nothing to do with man’s fate.
44. Superstitions have been overcome by scientific truths.
45. Stars are used by navigators to plot their positions.
46. Navigators use an instrument called the sextant.
47. About twenty-five of the brightest stars are used in
plotting.
48. Stars are also used in determining time, called sidereal
time.
49. Everything in the universe moves in an orderly fashion.
50. The constellations around the North Star never appear to
rise or set.
51. Other constellations seem to rise in the east and set in
the west. This is due to the rotation of the earth which
moves from west to east.
52. Constellations below our southern horizon are never visible
unless we travel southward.
53. The sun is an average star: but all life on earth depends
upon it.
54. The diameter of the sun is approximately 864 thousand
miles.
55. The heat at the surface of the sun may be over 10 thousand
degrees Fahrenheit.
56. The interior of the sun may reach millions of degrees.
57. The sun rotates on its axis once in 25 days.
58. The rotation can be observed by means of sunspots.
59. Sunspots are great storms which occur on the sun.
60. Some sunspots have been observed which are greater than
the earth itself.
61. Great or numerous sunspots may affect seriously all
electrical communications on the earth.
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68 Sunspots seem to appear in major cycles of eleven years.
63. Scientists are trying to connect sunspots with the weather
on earth, in order to be able to predict the weather far
in advance.
64. The sun is composed of intensely hot glowing-not burning-
gases.
65. Many metals found on the earth have been identified on the
sun — all as gases.
66. Most of the 92 natural elements found on earth have been
found on the sun.
67. An element is a substance which cannot be separated into
simpler substances by ordinary means.
68. Every material substance consists of one or more elements.
69. Helium is an element which was discovered first on the sun
and identified on the earth later.
70. All 92 elements may be in the sun, but some must be buried
deep so they cannot be seen.
71. Elements are identified by means of their spectra through
the spectroscope.
72. The surface of the sun is a mass of boiling gases and is
called the photosphere.
73. At total eclipse, the corona, a crown of pearly light, can
be seen around the sun.
74. The corona is made of clouds of gases.
75. Also, at total eclipse only, tongues of fiery gases can be
seen. These are the photosphere.
76. The corona and the photosphere extend for hundreds of
thousands of miles above the surface of the sun.
77. An eclipse of the sun occurs when a new moon comes in a
direct line between the earth and the sun.
78. Because of the composition of the sun and the earth and
the other planets, scientists believe the solar system was
once a single star.
. Sir James Jeans developed the planetesimal theory which
states that a star approached the sun and caused great
79
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tides to set in which eventually ripped off and became the
planets
.
LaPlace had a theory that for some reason the sun started
to spin faster and faster until it split in two.
Another theory is that a nebula, a mass of gases, slowly
rotated and gathered into the sun and the planets.
Mercury is the planet closest to the sun.
Because the rotation and revolution of Mercury are the
same (88 days), the same face is always turned to the sun.
There is no life on Mercury because it is too small for
its gravity to hold an atmosphere, and one side is
extremely hot while the other is extremely cold.
Venus is the second planet outward from the sun.
Venus is about the same size as the earth and is called
the earth’s twin.
Venus is the third brightest object in the sky next to the
sun and the moon.
Not much is known about Venus because it is surrounded by
such a thick atmosphere that the body of that planet
cannot be seen.
Scientists do not know whether Venus has oxygen, or water
or whether it rotates.
If Venus does have oxygen and water, it may have life, but
not necessarily like the earth’s, because Venus is much
hotter than the earth.
The earth is the best known planet, the third from the
sun, about 8 thousand miles in diameter, and 93 million
miles from the sun.
The earth has one satellite, the moon.
The moon is about one-fourth as large as the earth.
The moon contains no air or water; therefore it never
changes, because these cannot wear down the surface.
The moon consists mostly of rock.
The "man in the moon” appears that way because of plains,
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97. The same face of the moon is always toward the earth be-
cause the periods of rotation and revolution are the same--’
about 28 days.
98. The part of the moon facing the sun is extremely hot, whild
the part away is extremely cold, because there is no
atmosphere to spread the heat.
99. The moon affects the earth by causing tides in the oceans,
the crust of the earth and the atmosphere.
100. An eclipse of the moon occurs when the full moon, the
earth and the sun are in a straight line in that order.
101. The moon has phases because of its revolution around the
earth and its positions relative to the sun.
102. A new moon is between the earth and the sun, not necessa-
rily in a straight line, and cannot be seen.
103. A full moon is on the side of the earth opposite from the
sun.
104. About 60% of the moon’s surface can be seen, due to the
moon’s various positions.
105. Mars is the fourth planet from the sun.
106. Mars is much smaller than the earth but is able to hold a
thin atmosphere.
107. Because of a thin atmosphere and some form of moisture,
some scientists believe Mars may have some low forms of
life.
108. Mars has two moons but they are relatively small.
109. Jupiter, the fifth planet from the sun, is the largest,
being about one thousand times as large as the earth.
110. Despite its size, Jupiter rotates about two and one-half
times as fast as the earth.
111. Jupiter has an atmosphere which is streaiced and sometimes
spotted, but is not like the earth’s.
L12. Jupiter is so cold there could be no life there.
L13. Jupiter has eleven moons.
L14. Saturn, the sixth planet, is famed for its rings.
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115. The rings of Saturn are probably dust caused by the break-
ing up of a moon.
116. Saturn has 9 moons.
117. Saturn is made of lighter material than the earth.
118. Saturn has an atmosphere unlike ours, but is so far away
from the sun, it is too cold to support life.
119. Uranus, the eighth planet, is over a billion miles from
the sun.
120. Scientists know little about Uranus because it is so far;
but it is so cold (300 degrees belov; zero) it probably
has no life.
121. Neptune, the ninth planet, is over two billion miles from
the sun, and takes over 150 years to revolve around the
sun.
122. Neptune is colder than Uranus, so it probably cannot
support life either.
123. Pluto, the tenth planet, is the least known because of its
great distance.
124. Pluto is probably very small, more than 3 billion miles
from the sun and circles the sun in about 250 years.
125. Some scientists believe there is an eleventh planet beyond
Pluto.
126.
Comets are visitors to the solar system and can be seen
only when near the sun.
fL27. The tail of a comet develops as it approaches the sun, and
is always pointed away from the sun.
128.
Some comets travel out as far as Jupiter, others to Neptune,
and others far beyond Pluto.
129.
Sometimes comets are expected but do not appear; a shower
of meteors may appear instead. The comet may have broken
up because it approached a planet too closely.
130.
Meteors are pieces of rock or iron which enter the earth’s
atmosphere and burn quickly because of friction against
the atmosphere.
131.
Millions of meteors or "shooting stars" enter the earth’s
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A few meteors fall to the earth and are called meteorites:
they are made of nicicel and iron.
133. Scientists are interested in meteorites because they tell
the composition of bodies other than the earth.
134. The great crater in Arizona was probably caused by a
meteorite.
135. Between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, are small planets,
called planetoids or asteroids.
136. The greatest planetoid, Ceres, is only 480 miles in diamete
137. These planetoids may have been formed by the breaking up ol
a planet due to the nearness of Jupiter.
138. Some planetoids are beyond Jupiter while a few are inside
the orbit of Mars.
139. Although the solar system may be as much as 5 billion years
old, man has been on earth only a few thousand years and
has had a knowledge of the solar system for only a few
hundred years.
From the specific objectives the test was constructed,
consisting of ninety-five items and is divided into four parts.
It is designed to be administered during one fifty-minute period,
Sub-Test I consists of fifty true-false items. No effort
is made to measure particular knowledges or understandings in
any of the sub-tests except the fourth one.
Sub-Test II consists of twenty-one questions of the
nultiple-choice type.
Sub-Test III consists of fourteen items of the completion
type, but no list of possible answers is given.
Sub-Test IV consists of ten identification items, and seeks
r.
bo measure definite growth in the ability to identify certain
well-known constellations and stars, as well as the ability to
ase and interpret star charts.
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The test was tried out at the end of the six-week period
of study of the topic on the sky and was administered to all
eighth grade pupils in the junior high school. Of the total
two hundred eighty-eight pupils who took the test, two hundred
forty-two were in the writer's own classes, the rest of the
students having been taught by another teacher. The test was
corrected and analyzed by the writer.
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The test described in Chapter II was built for the pur-
pose of measuring the achievement accomplished by the students
,
in a topic on astronomy in the eighth grade of the junior high
II
school. In order to measure this achievement, the test was
I
analyzed from the point of view that the students could reveal
' their growth in a paper-and-pencil test.
I
The first step in the analysis was the obtaining of the
:
Intelligence Quotient of each pupil from the California Test of
Mental Maturity. A distribution table was built which indicates
' that the Intelligence Quotients follow the normal curve. Table
I gives this distribution and reveals the mean to be 106.41 and
the standard deviation to be 11.13. This means that approxi-
mately 68% of the students taking the test had Intelligence
;




The next step was a tally of all the scores achieved in
I
the test. Table II shows this distribution. The highest
i
' possible score was 95, but the highest obtained on the test was
76, with the range extending down to 21. The score was comput-
ed by allowing one point for each item which was answered
^ correctly. A study of the distribution of total scores reveals
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It was considered desirable to know the number of times
each item was answered correctly. This would indicate the ease
or difficulty of each item. Tables III, IV, V and VI give the
results obtained by all students on each item, thus giving the
difficulty of each item by means of the per cent of the students
having the item correct.
No item in the test was especially easy, because the high-
est per cent of correct answers was 90.36 on item 21 in Sub-Test
I. There were several items which offered too much difficulty.
For instance, only 2.04% of the students were able to answer
item 93, the identification of the constellation Aquila.
Sub-Tests III and IV proved especially difficult. Sub-
Test III could have been made considerably easier by adding a
list of possible answers* to the section, thus making it more
valid.
Sub-Test IV contained the greatest percentage of difficult
items. It may be that the study of star charts is too difficult
for eighth graders, although many school texts place that study
in the eighth grade. It was amazing that despite the use of
charts, lectures and illustrations only 20.42% of the pupils
were able to locate Polaris, the North or Pole star, which is
found in the approximate center of the northern sky. However,
part of the answer may lie in the fact that the duplicating of
the test was not perfect.
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF THE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
OF THE (^OUP
AS DETERMINED BY THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
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RANGE OF TOTAL SCORES
OBTAINED ON THE TEST IN ASTRONOMY
POSSIBLE SCORE, 95
Scores Frequency Scores Frequency
75-77 1 45-47 35
72-74 2 42-44 28
69-71 3 39-41 19
66-68 11 36-38 12
63-65 14 33-35 8
60-62 18 30-32 4
57-59 22 27-29 3
54-56 40 24-26 1






There were 95 items in the test . The range of scores
indicates that no pupil received a score higher than 76. The
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TABLE III
19
RESULTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF PART I
OF THE ASTRONOI^ TEST
SHOWING THE AVAILABILITY OF EACH ITEM
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF PART II
OF THE ASTRONOMY TEST
SHOWING THE AVAILABILITY OF EACH ITEM
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RESULTS OF THE /J)]'£[NISTRATION OF PART III
OF THE ASTRONOl^iY TEST
SHOWING THE AVAILABILITY OF EACH ITEM




















Many of the items in PART III are too difficult.
This part would probably have been less difficult if
a list of possible responses had been included in the
test
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RESULTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF PART IV
OF THE ASTRONOMY TEST
SHOV/ING THE AVAILABILITY OF EACH ITEM
















This part of the test was apparently much too
difficult. Most of the pupils made some attempt to
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To complete the analysis of the test, an examination was
made of each item separately, in order to find whether it had
statistical significance. The means of accomplishing this is
the use of the critical ratio. The critical ratio of each item
in the four parts of the test was computed and is reported in
Tables VII, VIII, IX and X. It was obtained as a result of the
comparison between the number of correct responses of the upper
twenty-five per cent of the students taking the test and the
lower twenty-five per cent. The number of possible correct re-
sponses totaled seventy-two in each case.
A critical ratio of 2.576 or better was considered sta-
tistically significant in this study. This ratio could occur
by chance once in 100 cases. According to Mills^ :
'If a given difference between hypothetical and observed
values would occur as a result of chance only one time
out of a hundred, or less frequently, we may say that the
difference is significant. This means that the results
are not consistent with the hypothesis we have set up.
If the discrepancy between theory and observation might
occur more frequently than one time out of a hundred
solely because of the play of chance, we may say the
difference is not clearly significant.
1/ Mills, Frederick C., Statistical Methods . (Revised)
~ Henry Holt and Company, New York. 1938. p. 471
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The results are not inconsistent with the hypothesis.
The value of T (the difference between the hypothetical
value and the observed mean, in units of standard error
of the mean) corresponding to a probability of l/lOO is
2.576. One hundredth part of the area under a normal
curve lies at a distance from the mean, on the axis,
of 2.576 standard deviations or more. Accordingly,
tests of significance may be applied with direct refer-
ence to T, interpreted as a normal deviate (i.e., as a
deviation from the mean of a normal distribution express-
ed in units of stan(iard deviation) . A value of T of
2.576 or more indicates a significant difference, while
a value of less than 2.576 indicates that the results
are not inconsistent with the hypothesis in question.”
In order to compute the critical ratios, these formulas
were applied to each item of the test.
S E =-\/
diff V U L
The Standard Error of the differences is equal to the







The critical ratio is equal to the difference betv^een the
percentages of the correct responses of the upper and lower
quartiles divided by the Standard Error of the differences.
The Edgerton^ tables were used to obtain the Standard
Error and the square of the Standard Error for each item.
1/ Sdgerton, Harold a. and Paterson, Donald G. , "Table of
Standard Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages For
Varying Numbers of Cases” — Photostat from Journal Of
Applied Psychology
,
Vol. 10 : 378-391, Sept. 1926
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In Sub-Test I, the true-false section, tv*'enty-five of the
fifty items have a critical ratio of E.576 or more and are con-
sidered statistically significant.
In Sub-Test II, the multiple choice section, seventeen of
the twenty-one items have a critical ratio of 2.576 or more
and are considered to be statistically significant.
In Sub-Test III, the completion section, thirteen of the
fourteen items have a critical ratio of 2.576 or more, but
seven of these have a comparatively low percentage of correct
responses in the upper quartile. They are probably not
statistically significant due to their difficulty.
In Sub-Test IV, the identification section, five of the
ten items have a critical ratio of 2.576 or over. But, again,
the per cent of correct responses in the upper quartile of
students taking the test was too low to permit any statistical
significance.
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I^TDIVIDUAL ITEM iVNALYSIS OF PART I









1 42 58 25 35 23 .0804 2.295
2 64 89 28 39 50 .0678 7.368=‘
3 59 82 46 64 18 .0724 2.484
4 59 82 49 68 14 .0708 1.974
5 65 90 41 57 33 .0676 4.879=*
6 48 67 38 53 14 .0804 1.738
7 46 64 32 44 20 .0813 2.462
8 66 92 59 82 10 .0552 1.814
9 54 75 38 53 22 .0778 2.812=*
10 66 92 39 54 38 .0671 5.669=*
11 49 68 27 38 30 .0791 3.796=*
12 44 61 31 43 18 .0812 2.209
13 48 67 29 40 27 .0798 3.382=*
14 70 97 57 79 18 .0518 3.463=*
15 38 53 13 18 35 .0742 4.720=*
16 32 44 34 47 3 .0826 0.362
17 34 47 24 33 14 .0804 1.738
Items marked with an * are considered statistically significant
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TABLE YII
Continued
ITEM CORRECT RESPONSES CORRECT RESPONSES foDlIY S.E. C.R.
UPPER i LOWER i DIFF
imiBER % NUMBER %
18 66 92 63 88 4 .0512 0.782
19 63 88 32 44 44 .0704 6.251^
20 30 42 31 43 1 .0818 1.211
21 69 96 54 75 21 .0558 3.730”
22 62 86 43 60 26 .0708 3.662”
23 68 95 44 61 34 .0626 5.436”
24 42 58 29 40 18 .0818 2.196
25 67 93 53 74 19 .0600 3.162”
26 67 93 55 76 17 .0582 2.909”
27 58 81 33 46 35 .0746 4.691”
28 57 79 28 39 40 .0744 5.382”
29 65 90 38 53 37 .0685 5.401”
30 68 95 36 50 45 .0644 6.984”
31 66 92 59 82 10 .0552 1.815
32 64 89 55 76 13 .0621 2.461
33 69 96 42 58 38 .0623 6.100*
34 56 78 54 75 3 .0706 0.424
35 23 32 25 35 3 .0783 0.383
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ITEM CORRECT RESPONSES CORRECT RESPONSES /oDIFF S.E. C.R.
UPPER i LOWER i DIFF
NUMBER % NUMBER %
36 55 76 32 44 32 .0764 4.188’
37 38 53 35 49 4 .0832 0.481
38 70 97 48 67 30 .0584 5.132^
39 63 87 65 90 3 .0531 0.565
40 44 61 46 64 3 .0804 0.372
41 55 76 60 83 7 .0664 1.529
42 65 90 52 72 18 .0550 3.273’
43 61 85 39 54 31 .0723 4.278’
44 52 72 42 58 14 .0784 1.764
45 58 81 20 28 53 .0700 7.567’
46 29 40 21 29 11 .0784 1.402
47 64 89 39 54 35 .0696 5.03r
46 49 68 38 53 53 .0807 1.863
49 38 53 36 50 50 .0832 0.361
50 54 75 52 72 72 .0734 0.408
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INDIVIDUAL ITEM ANALYSIS OE PART II
SHOWING THE CRITICAL RATIO VALUE OF EACH ITEM
TEM CORRECT RESPONSES CORRECT RESPONSES %DIFF. S.E. C.R.
UPPER 14: LOWER X4 DIFF
NUMBER io mimm %
51 57 79 45 62 17 .0744 2.282
5E 63 87 28 39 48 .0695 6.901*
53 25 35 18 25 10 .0756 1.322
54 66 92 37 51 41 .0671 6.120*
55 57 79 30 42 37 .0751 4.922*
56 49 68 20 20 40 .0762 5.245*
57 65 90 29 40 50 .0676 7.392*
58 46 64 21 29 35 .0776 4.511*
59 42 58 28 39 19 .0812 2.338
60 33 46 12 17 29 .0735 3.942*
61 23 32 5 7 25 .0625 3.995*
62 37 51 34 47 4 .0833 0.481
63 31 43 15 21 22 .0751 2.928*
64 60 83 36 50 33 .0734 4.486*
65 44 61 25 35 26 .0797 3.262*
66 50 69 28 39 30 .0791 3.796*
67 65 90 40 56 34 .0676 5.028*
60 54 75 22 31 44 .0743 5.922*
69 61 85 25 35 50 .0672 7.442*
70 49 68 26 36 32 .0791 4.044*
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INDIVIDUAL ITEM ANALYSIS OF PiUlT III
SHOWING THE CRITICAL RilTIO VALUE OF EACH ITEM




NUTJBER io NUIiTBER %
72 69 96 23 32 64 .0596 10.744 '
73 26 36 1 1 35 .0541 6.463=^
74 24 33 10 14 19 .0686 2.773^'
75 62 86 20 28 58 .0668 8.672='
76 49 68 20 28 40 .0762 5.248='
77 21 29 3 14 25 .0576 4.332='
78 9 12 7 10 2 .0516 0.388
79 23 32 2 3 28 .0583 4.795='
80 34 47 5 7 40 .0661 6.osr =
81 20 28 0 0 28 .0528 5.295= =
82 22 31 1 1 30 .0562 5.332= =
83 38 53 21 29 24 .0792 3.168=
84 60 83 13 18 65 .0628 10.335’
85 30 42 3 4 38 .0623 6.100’
While most of the items in Sub-Test III have critical
ratios greater than 2.576, the difficulty of most of these itemi
gives them a doubtful statistical significance.
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TABLE X
INDIVIDUAL ITEM ANALYSIS OF PART IV
SHOWING THE CRITICAL RATIO VALUE OF EaCH ITEM
ITEM CORRECT RESPONSES CORRECT RESPONSES %DIFF. S.E. C.R.





86 44 61 10 14 47 .0700 6.715’
87 29 40 8 11 29 .0686 4.225’
88 25 35 4 6 29 .0625 4.642’^
89 5 7 5 7 0 .0423 0.000
90 19 26 5 7 19 .0600 3.166’
91 11 15 4 6 9 .0503 0.179
92 32 44 8 11 33 .0686 4.812^
93 1 1 0 0 1 .0379 0.264
94 13 18 5 7 11 .0548 2.188
95 12 17 6 8 9 .0543 0.166
While several of the items in Sub-Test IV have critical
ratios greater than 2 .576, their difficulty makes their
statistical significance doubtful. It is possible that the
test was too long, but most students made some attempt to
answer these items. It is probable they had not made any
growth in the ability to use and interpret star charts.
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chapter IV
sumwikRY and conclusions
The purpose of this study was the construction and
evaluation of an achievement test for a topic in astronomy in
the eighth grade in a junior high school.
The test was administered to the eighth grade pupils of
one junior high school in a city with a population of about
twenty-five thousand residents, with various backgrounds and
cultures.
It was decided to build the test around these three major
concepts:
1. All life on earth is dependent upon the sun.
3. Distances in space are enormous when compared with
distances on earth.
3. Gravitation is the attractive force which governs the
movement of bodies in space.
None of the items in the test was especially easy—90.36%
of the students answered item twenty-one, apparently the
easiest item in the test.
The data from the administration and analysis of this
test were analyzed statistically and the following conclusions
were inferred;
1. Some of the skills tested were definitely not within
the ability of many of the two hundred eighty-eight
students in this group.
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-
I*
.ri^TBe no riOO£te4'aib 1
9 itt 3m:Gvo.s licXiiw ©oiot BvISoBJdd'B srlJ’ sM ncXtfBtxvmXt .55
.^osqe nl a^Xbocf to X’oeaiovoir f
TiXXsXooqee eaw exit ni ecustX exit to oncTl
^
edit v^Itnsasqqfi iOno-Y^Jtowt metl be'iewano etnj^xjjtR efilv’t to
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.taet oj(lt ill aetx teexano •
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nidtX.v ton viGtlnitoi? oisw Xoteet eXXX^is. ©cit to oi»o8 .X
owt exit to vxttixi to ^tiXidB sxit
.nuo's.2) aXxlt nX ^taobxjte
A ii
2* Some of the skills tested need greater emphasis during
the study of the topic, especially skill in reading
and interpreting star charts.
3. Sub-Test III could probably be made easier by the
addition of a word list of possible answers. The per
cent of correct responses given by all pupils in this
section was too low.
4. The pupils may be weak in spatial relations dealing
with the sky. This was noted during the study of the
topic when most pupils could not seem to realize that
a semicircle could represent so vast a sky.
5. The item analysis revealed sixty of the ninety-five
items to be statistically significant, but some of
these were of doubtful value.
6. Fifty-six items had a critical ratio of 3.000 or more;
sixty items had a critical ratio of 2.576 or more;
and seventy items had a critical ratio of 1.960 or
more.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RSSEi^vRCH
1. The validated items could be used as a starting
point for an improved test with the construction
and validation of more items.
2. The test could be administered in other areas to
determine whether it has other than curriculum
validity.
3. The suggested revised test could be administered
for evaluation.
4. A study could be made to determine the best method
of presenting and explaining star charts. Controlled
and experimental groups could be used in this study.
iioi^oui^tRiico
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE TEST
General Directions
The test may be written in pencil.
The test should be administered during one sitting
of approximately fifty minutes.
The teacher should read aloud the directions to each
sub-test, while the pupils read the directions silently.
After the pupils have begun the test, the teacher should
move about the room in order to see that each student is
proceeding correctly.
The pupils may be allowed to write their answers in the
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DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE TEST
1. Each correct item counts one point.
2. Incorrect spelling does not count against the score.
3. The total score is the total number of items answered
correctly in the test.
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If follo^flng statements are true^ pTtnt a T opposite the
C!orr®(st nu3!nb^ss on the anawor sheet* If the s^tements are
false, print «a F» If the atatements are partly false,





























Jupiter is one of the brightest stya in the aky«
"people beXiered all atars anaplaneta ratolvc.d aroustd
the earth *
Sof&oi utara apparently rao^’e from east to waat because the earth
rotates from waat to east .
Mercury is too near tS^Tlfun to support any liTing oroatures*
fl^^lntel^ther
Folaria beeauae the axis of tho
3^'^QOtlng atara are easily seen &^oii though they are trlu^m.
of mliaa out in apae®.
'
Fiano|a^aaia to twinkle because the light of the sun la reflected
i.pparently the star groups hme not okanged their ehapea since
the ti^e of Columbus.
The aun is lauch brighter than ail other stars beeauae It is larger
^orth Star am" otiser stars near it rlae la the eaet
and set Tsi the west.y^ V i
The la the H?st magnitude are the brightest in the sky.
During one year, a person liYing in Massaelmaeti
a
can see all the
stars of th® universe which are visible tk^ naked eye,
fie sun Is burning ®o fast that la a thousand years.
fh« ejxplorers of Antarctloa guide themaelvea hy the ^v^orth 6tar .





^h« eartl^ rsYolves around the aun oac© in 24 hours", giving us
day and aigHF.
It tak®s oractleallv no tini® for the light of the distant stars
to rsash the e^tK r'
'
’
system forms a smlX part only of the Milky nav ,
StariT u@ so little llghF'^Fciuae they are ^ar away ,
not because they are 'saaiTT^
When the moon la at first quarter , it is only half aa large
as when It is full .
St^g are five-pointed bodies which give off heat an4 ll_£ht
.
Scientists know a good deal about the aoon evenTtSoughTtls
about 236 thousand silloa away
»
Scientiate know the eompoalticn of the sun .
Great apace ships may land bn feau.g some day, because aclentlsts
8aa see large fielde tlfcere /
see the 8ame'I‘ace of the moon because the moon rotates much
faster than it revolvea «
When the side oftSegoon facing us is gQgroj.etelv llidited .
we have a new laoon .
The ^sism In tke moon" does not because there is neither
sir nor water to W'
I!BTsaHs:bsTIS^lieve
wear down the mountains.
there may b® sesie^lnd of life on the @oon .
Llttl® is known about the pl&aet Pluto because it is asae.ll
and billion© of miles from the sun.
The mst Intereetii’ig planet, as aeon through the telessop©,
is Uranus . beeana® cf its rings *
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31. ©re easy to recognia® at any time because of the loiig tails .
32. Xuililly I’or uSj few mateorg ©ator the earth’s atmosphere each day.
33. Cornets may bo bro^ia up by the aravitational piSi a "nearby
pXaaet .
34* 'fh© BIB, ^ stay .
35* There are thousands of aiiliioas of stars In our uaiyersa
.
36. The jgarth is al?out yoara old
.
37- Pianetqrda aro tiny pXaaots which occasionally enter the
earth’s atmosphere.
3^. By means" of instruiaents . scientists measure the
speed oz distant stars .
39. Fadiiftg during radio reception may be due to stonus on th^ sun.
4U. ITi^^uii was discovered on the tmn before it was .found on $artK .
41 « Most stare are yasilXer than the sun#
42. Th® 200 inch telesco^ on Mount Paiosiar is the largest refractor
in the Worldl.
43* Planets do not leave the solar syateM bocause the gravitational
iull of the sun keeps tEeai paths.
44. T'Se only time th® moon la in total darknosg is durlog a
total eolipse of tli~moori.
45* There ar® no egmpouads ©n th© gua
.
46 . Probably all planed e:Kcept the earth are either too ftot or too
cold to auppori .
PiihT II
On the answer ssheet, print the letter which appear® befors th@
stfttsisent which answers best ©ach of 'the following questions.
47* is an astronoiaer?
A# A fortune teller.
B. A manufaetiu:*er of telescopes.
A student of uh® stars.
D. A magician.
46 . WMt is an astrologer?
A# One who studies the movemente of stars.
B. One who studies t^e composition of stars.
Oc One who studies distances between stars.
D . One who tries to relate the positions of stars
and p?.aii®t8 to human ©vents.
49. ivh© first proved the ©artfe was not the center of the unlvers®?
A . Ptolemy
.
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54 • wouM probably teappofi to th® earth should a ooaat strike it?
A . linham®#
B. Set afire
C. Thrown off its path
B. Dastroyed
55 « Mhen ean an ®ellps© of th® sun occur?
A. At now Sioon only
At full ^oon only
G. In lat® afternoon ?^2U.y
B* Xn sumor only
56*. How is th© ®un ©ossparsd t© the planets?
A« Slightly lass than Jupiter and Saturn sooiblned
B. 750 tiiaes as large as all the planets
C# Slightly larger than all tb® planets
D*. ISqu&l to Jupiter j Saturn j Uranus and Septune c©mbigi.ed
57* ¥hat dooa a light year »aeaiisu2'e?
A, The aiaouat of light gl^en off by the sua in a y<sar
B» Tb® time it takes light to travel on® yoar
C. The distance light travels in a year
D. The amount of light the ®arth resolves in a y^ar





59. ?t?hat de etsieatiste about Ilf® on th@ planet Venus?
A* Sasi® os on tko o&rth
Tiny plants and animals
C. Mo life
S. Rty b® some fora of lifs.
• C- ,
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vJhy aould Ji^pites* n®ver cause an eclipse o£ ^he aun on ©artfe?
A. too fa? away
B. too large
G* Too sisall
D c coeee between the aim and the eartk











63 « In what way do eunepots affect the earth?
A« Cause great stores
B« Make the days shorter and darker
G» Interrupt electrical eomunlcatlone
D » Diiiinleh the afiacusit of sunlight
64* is the beautiful pearly light which appears around





63- Mhat i® the speed of light?
A. 93 ailXioa Mies per year
Bo S64 thoueaiHil tsllea per day
C « 23B thousand Mies per hour
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PAHT III
Frca tQllowltig list of words, choose the one which will best
answer each of the following questions, iisfrlte your answer opposite
the correct number on tka answer skeot.
66 0 What is a group of stars} which forseas a dofistita pattern
In tha sky?
6?« W^t is the rainbow which is formed by breaking whits light
into Its different colors?
6S. VJMeh Is the brightest star in the night sky?
69* What causes ths rising and falling of the ocean's waters?
70* fe’kieh aotion of the earth causes the apparent motion
of the stars?
?1. Which tel®«aops Is so constructed that it usee a jsirror
to gather the light of the distant stars?
72. What can be studied in order to help ©varccme many beliefs
r^ftd superstitions?
73* is the name of tfe® substance which cannot be separated
into einpler substances by ordinary means?
7h* How ssany days does it take the moon to roYolTS around the earth?
75. What phase of the moon Is occurring when we hawe a total
eclipse of the moon?
76. What is the total number of planets known to exist in the
solar system?
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PART IV
Study tla® following diagrams of the northern and southern skiftSr
Identify hy a number within the m&p» eaoh igroup or star X4hi<sh is
listed underneath the star tu&ps» Place your answers opposite
tL® correct nuaboro on the answer sheet. Tour ansT?7©rs be
included In the nuabera fsN^m 1 tc 14.
THE MORTHBRK 3KZ IN AUTO^
7S. Ursa Minor ^1. Capella S3. Vega
79. PoXaria aa. Pleiades 34. Draeo
ao* Pointers
THE 3ommm Siar IH AOTOiBI
^5« Pegasus S6» Cygnus d?« Altai?
'n
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